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Dramatic shifts in consumers situation, behavior and mindset 

CSpace Global panel

REPORTED CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR AND MINDSET SHIFT 
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WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN 
THE AGE OF COVID-19
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Even healthcare workers in the U.S. 

initially believed the media was 

exaggerating the outbreak
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CONFIRMATION BIAS

The tendency to seek and 
interpret information that 
confirms existing beliefs

• While the WHO and CDC remain trusted 
sources of information on COVID-19, the choice of 
local news and reports is largely determined by 
how closely the outlets align with individuals’ 
current beliefs.

• It is also the case that experts who, under 
“normal” circumstances, are viewed as credible, 
now pose a threat to those who don’t believe in 
science and data as the experts are merely “elites” 
who can’t be trusted and don’t speak on their 
behalf. 

• Inconsistent and unclear messaging further 
increases uncertainty and confusion, leaving 
people to rely on pre-existing mindsets (i.e., “the 
flu is manageable and this is like the flu, so I do 
not need to take precautions”).

MEDIA INFLUENCE ON PERCEPTION OF OUTBREAK AND POSSIBLE 
DRIVERS

Feb 28-March 5
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Cultural differences inform compliance 

to rules

Google – community Mobility report 

USA/Austria March 29 2020

PSYCHOLOGICAL 
REACTANCE

Tendency for people to do the 
opposite when individual 
freedoms are reduced or 

threatened.  

• China, Singapore, and Austria have many rules 

and punishment governing social behavior. 

Citizens in those places are used to a high degree 

of monitoring aimed at reinforcing good behavior 

and are more likely to comply. 

• Countries such as the United States, Italy, and 

Brazil, have weaker rules and are much more 

permissive.  This may explain the hesitancy for 

governments to impose stricter, more aggressive 

sanctions—until data forces the decision otherwise.

OPTIMISM BIAS
Causes someone to believe 

they are less likely to be 

impacted by a negative event

PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
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IMPLICATIONS  HYPOTHESIS  PREDICTIONS

Evidence of confirmation bias may present itself most visibly in the travel industry. Given that cruise 

ships were beginning to see an escalation of mass food poisoning cases prior to Covid-19 creating 

established beliefs about safety, this industry is more likely to see prolonged ill effects of behavior 

change.

Fear/ avoidance of crowds, will persist for most until a vaccine is developed and found to be effective.  

This may profoundly affect the entertainment and sports industries which may trickle down to the 

beverage industry

IMPLICATIONS OF BEHAVIOR
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Humans have evolved to avoid 

disgust/disease
PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
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MORAL EMOTIONS
Concerns about contracting a 

highly contagious disease are 

likely to elicit the emotion of 

disgust.  

We’ve adapted to this reaction 

over time which helps us to know 

to avoid certain things like rotten 

food and approach more life 

sustaining options.  It also helps 

us to avoid people who may carry 

disease.  Ultimately, this helps us 

survive as a species.  
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Stated behavior change includes taking preventative actions, most 

commonly by washing hands more – the same is expected of brands

IMI next wave  Kantar global monitor

SNAPSHOT OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE
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IMPLICATIONS  HYPOTHESIS  PREDICTIONS

Should fear of contamination persist into and beyond recovery, new behaviors such as wearing a mask and 

gloves may impact consumption AFH as the inconvenience of removing/replacing PPE become barriers to 

eating and drinking.  These activities become more conscious v automatic with deliberate decisions on 

when, where and how to eat/drink.

Having been reminded how important actual face to face connection is humankind will continue to find 

creative ways to reach out and touch someone with kindness in the period immediately following recovery

IMPLICATIONS OF BEHAVIOR
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Social isolation can lead to both 

loneliness and boredom

SOCIAL ISOLATION
Affiliation is as strong a 

need as food and shelter.

Humans instinctively 

connect with each other in 

times of emotional distress.  

Doing so promotes coping 

and resilience.  

Combatting COVID-19 

requires social (physical) 

distancing which, over time, 

can exacerbate stress and 

compromise mental and 

long term health

TOP 2 MOST MISSED ACTIVITIES BY CONSUMERS
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IMPLICATIONS  HYPOTHESIS  PREDICTIONS

Brands that enable connection and affiliation during the pandemic, whether to relieve boredom, provide 

assistance to an overwhelmed parent home schooling while tele-working, or facilitate technology for seniors 

distanced from loved ones are more likely to see enduring consumer loyalty post-recovery

IMPLICATIONS OF BEHAVIOR
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We are also well adapted to both extend 

kindness as well as self-preserve
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EXISTENTIAL THREAT

Defense mechanisms that 

have evolved to fight 

ecological threats such as 

pandemics. Translates into 

acts of kindness to preserve 

the tribe and maintain 

affiliation.  

It can also translate into 

hoarding for self-preservation.

PRINCIPLES OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
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Brands will be held accountable to show a positive social example 

of sacrifice

KANTAR FUTURES
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IMPLICATIONS  HYPOTHESIS  PREDICTIONS

IMPLICATIONS OF BEHAVIOR

Hoarding will dissipate as countries 
enter the recovery phase and the end 
goal for this behavior (self-preservation) 
lessens

Remaining relevant in the digital space 

will also carry over into recovery, 

particularly if it meets the need for 

added convenience that wasn’t 

experienced prior to the virus outbreak  

When Motivation is high due to 

disruption or life transition people are 

more open to behavior change.  This 

wave is temporary, when the wave 

drops people will only likely continue to 

do the things which are easy


